
Celebrate creativity with mix master Johnson Hartig and his second collection for Schumacher 
where he embraces exuberant directions for fabrics, wallcoverings, and trims. Get set for a 
thrilling interior design ride with this American fashion designer and co-founder of Libertine 

This collection is all about maximalist fun, confident colour and bold pattern in unexpected 
combinations.  Designs that are as unique as they are usable, showcasing his sensibility of 
what works indoors. He comments, “I gravitate towards home, even more so than fashion. I am 
crazy for this collection and have already wallpapered rooms in my house. I couldn’t live without 
Le Grand Tour.” 

Le Grand Tour (wallcovering)
This trompe l’oeil print tricks the eye, resembling a wall of antique paintings and collectibles. 
An extra large-scale wallpaper where each of the three colourways has a completely 
different background. Stripe clubby navy and burgundy, Green sumptuous moss green and 
Floral delicate ivory.
Colours: Stripe, Green, Ivory. Price £1425.84 per roll (9.14m roll) 

Piazza Frienze Panel Set (wallcovering)
Drawn from an antique print, this splendid three-panel set shows an architectural scene with 
a Fornasetti feel. A beautifully detailed Italianate panorama printed on uncoated paper for a 
marvellous antiqued effect. Colours: Grisaille, Document. Price £1791 for a three- panel set.
 
Architecttura (wallcovering)
Inspired by 17th century pen and ink drawings and enlivened with fun hidden touches. With its 
charming trompe l’oeil grid of architectural vignettes and wonderful hand-coloured aesthetic, 
this large-scale pattern is printed on a special coated paper to create an elegant sheen. 
Colours: Teal, Newsprint, Ivory.  Price £438.72 per roll (9.14m roll)
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Proust’s Lilacs (fabric and wallcovering)
A favourite Libertine fabric, Hartig knew it would resonate in interiors. Inspired by vintage florals 
with sophisticated old-school charm and a freshness and fragrance almost palpable, this chintz 
hits all the right notes - joyful, hopeful, and homely. Colours: Purple, Pink, Blue. Fabric 
Price £210/m and wallpaper £822.60 per roll (9.14m roll)

Le Citron (fabric and wallcovering)
The inspirations for this refreshing print is a 16th century botanical and lush Capri lemons. 
Printed on pure linen, this whimsical lattice of leafy lemons has a beautiful, engraved aesthetic 
and fluttering ribbons that allude to the designer’s initials. A fun mid-scale pattern in Ivory, Sky 
and Natural shades.
Colours: Sky, Natural, Ivory. Price Fabric £198/m and wallpaper £329 per roll (9.14m roll)

Tangier Stripe (fabric)
When Hartig was decorating he searched for the fabric equivalent of a traditional Moroccan 
rug. This hand-woven fabulously versatile stripe with a lightweight rug feel has a beautiful drape 
with a nice body to it. Rich saturated shades. Colours: Teal and Red, Blue Tonal. Price £198/m

Dazzle Ship (fabric)
A cut velvet offered in new colourways. An all-over three-colour geometric reminiscent of 
Op Art patterns and rendered in cushy upholstery cut velvet. Colours: Azure and Verdant. 
Price £408/m
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Le Tigre Embroidered Trim
Hartig loves visiting Tibet and what better than a tiger chasing its tail along this embroidered 
trim. Elongated tigers are beautifully stitched on a grosgrain tape that is super-sophisticated 
and wildly chic. 
Colours: Green, Neutral. Price £156/m

El Moroccan Tassel Trim
This colourful tassel trim is designed to transport us to a more romantic time and place.  In-
spired by an antique textile from Morocco, this handmade trim is a beautifully crafted, mul-
ti-coloured tassel fringe. Colours: Warm multi. Price £297/m

Hotch Potch Crazy Quilt (fabric)
An exuberant large-scale fabric that started in fashion for Libertine. Hartig has collected crazy 
antique quilts for thirty years and he combines this passion with inspiration from artist-designer 
Gloria Vanderbilt’s 1970s ‘Quilt’ room. This sophisticated patchwork is printed on mid-weight 
cotton-linen. 
Price £492/m

Like this room, Hartig’s latest collection for Schumacher is full of surprises and plenty of love. 

Spring /summer 2023 sees more designs added to this collection 

Ultimo Silk Velvet
Le Moderne Cut Velvet
Margaret Ruth floral fabric



About Johnston Hartig for Libertine

“There’s maybe nothing I love more than colour. It’s amazing how seemingly clashing hues can 
create a cocooning, comforting space.” Johnson Hartig

Johnson Hartig, the designer of the fashion line Libertine, possesses a witty, soulful 
irreverence that his legions of fans adore for its drop-dead chic. The genius of invention has 
held the fashion world in his thrall for almost two decades, with exhilarating work that balances 
haute and pop cultures, cheeky riffs, and brainy references, without ever losing its deep sense 
of fun. His exuberant new collection for Schumacher expresses the same unfettered style and 
love for couture details. “For me, decorating is so personal, because when I walk into a room 
that feels as if a lot of attention has been paid to it, it’s one of the most comforting sensations 
that I experience in life,” says Hartig.

About Schumacher

Since Schumacher was founded in 1889, this family-owned company has been synonymous 
with style, taste, and innovation. It was the first to partner with the finest names in design. 
Fashion designer Paul Poiret was followed by Elsa Schiaparelli, Dorothy Draper, Cecil Beaton, 
Josef Frank, Frank Lloyd Wright and many more visionaries. 

This family-owned business keeps its heritage fresh with new collections introduced each 
month and original collaboration.  Collections are united by a respect for classicism, an eye for 
the cutting edge, and an unparalleled level of quality. A passion for luxury and an unwavering 
commitment to beauty are woven into everything it does. 
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